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Candlewick presents the best-selling family classic Guess How Much I Love You in an Irish
edition.“I love you right up to the moon — and back.” The cherished story of Little and Big
Nutbrown Hare as they playfully vie to express their love for each other has been a favorite of
children around the globe for nearly twenty years. Young listeners have a chance to hear the
story read in Irish, in a beautifully designed midi hardcover edition that will have them saying
“again!”— or is that “arís!”?

About the AuthorSam McBratney (1943−2020) is the author of the internationally best-selling
classic Guess How Much I Love You and its sequel, Will You Be My Friend?, as well as All My
Favorites, all illustrated by Anita Jeram. He also wrote Just You and Me and There, There, both
illustrated by Ivan Bates, and Mindi and the Goose No One Else Could See, illustrated by Linda
Ólafsdóttir, among many other books for children.Anita Jeram is the illustrator of Guess How
Much I Love You, the Guess How Much I Love You Storybooks, and You’re All My Favorites, all
by Sam McBratney. She has also illustrated several books by Amy Hest: Little Chick and a series
about Sam and Mrs. Bear. Anita Jeram lives in Northern Ireland.
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Doc, “Pawed and flawed, but still good.. Good book. Great it's available in Irish. Sadly my copy
came with an advertising sticker on the front that left marks on removal (I have an MLIS, and was
a school librarian for a decade, so it wasn't me, honest) and the middle pages had some small
black marks that I couldn't remove. But I'm sending it "home" to Ireland for Christmas, so it'll be
sent marks and all. After my great grand nephew gets his mitts on it, those few marks will pale in
significance, I'm sure.”

ADKMamaLife, “First book I ever read tho my children in my native tongue!. Guess how much I
love you is a special book for our family. It's the first book we read to all of our children when they
first came home from the hospital. Much to my surprise I speak Gaeilge and it was so very
special to be able to read them this book in my native language. My Grandmother would have
been so happy to hear me, and to know that they were getting to hear a bit of her language
through me since she is no longer with us. Thank You.”

dr. mac, “the beautiful illustrations alone are worth buying this book. Can't read it yet, but I'm
studying the language now a look forward to the day I can read it without a dictionary! However,
the beautiful illustrations alone are worth buying this book.”

hlmerrim, “Five Stars. I love it!!! Can't wait to be able to read the whole thing in Irish!!”

Linda Straube, “Great Book. For the price, this hardcover book is great. While it is a children's
reader, it helps adults also learning Irish. The quality is excellent. Highly recommended!!! The
illustrations are beautiful.”

SLF, “Gift. Cute was a gift”

Cork, “Great book for beginners learning Irish.. I am learning Irish and I found that this book is
simple enough to help with that process.  Great book too.”

aislingii, “Beautiful Irish gift!. Bought this as a gift for my cousin and her partner who are having a
baby. Her partner is from connemara and we wanted to get something in irish for him. The book
is beautiful and really good quality. Such a unique and lovely gift idea.”

Orlaith Baker, “Lovely. Lovely wee starter for learning Irish because this was the book Mum and I
read together when I was wee.”

em, “Beautiful. Bought as a christening present. I combined this with the book in English and
Guess how much I love you musical rabbit. Parents were thrilled with gift. As a whole package it



looked stunning. I thought it would be a lovely keepsake.”

bom, “Lovely gift. This was so well received as part of a baby present”

S. Mullan, “Irish language bedtime story book. Beautifully illustrated and great to have this
favourite bedtime story available in Irish.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 84 people have provided feedback.



Language: Irish
Hardcover: 32 pages
Reading age: 3 - 7 years
Grade level: Preschool - 2
Item Weight: 6.4 ounces
Dimensions: 7.16 x 0.37 x 7.52 inches
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